Abstract-The symbol-pair codes over finite fields have been raised for symbol-pair read channels and motivated by application of high-density data storage technologies [1, 2] . Their generalization is the code for b-symbol read channels (b > 2). Many MDS codes for b-symbol read channels have been constructed which meet the Singleton-like bound ([3, 4, 10] for b = 2 and [11] for b > 2). In this paper we show the Plotkin-like bound and present a construction on irreducible cyclic codes and constacyclic codes meeting the Plotkin-like bound.
Introduction
Let F q be the finite field with q elements. For n ≥ 3 and 2 ≤ b ≤ n − 1, we define the following "b-symbol read" F q -linear mapping 
C is called as symbol-pair code which is used for symbol-pair read channels and motivated by the application of high-density data storage technologies [1, 2] . The generalization for b > 2 [5] can be considered as error-correcting codes over b-symbol read channels. In fact, such codes were first introduced even earlier by Levenshtein [6] [7] [8] as the sequence reconstruction problem and used in molecular biology and chemistry.
Basic properties of the codes for b-symbol read channels have been explored and several bounds have been given to judge the goodness of such codes [1, 2, 5, 9] . Several constructions of such codes have been presented, particularly for MDS codes which meet the Singleton-like bound [3, 4, 10, 11] . In this paper we consider the case where 
Moreover, if the code C meets this bound, namely the inequality (1) is an equality then C is an equi-b-distance code. Namely, for any distinct codewords c and c
The proof of this Lemma is the same as the proof of [12] , Theorem 5.2.4. We duplicate the proof for convenience of readers. Let C = {c (1) , c (2) , . . . , c (K) } and consider the following K × n array over
j=1 m jλ = K for each λ and
Now we construct a series of irreducible cyclic codes over F q meeting the Plotkinlike bound given by Lemma 1. We fix the following notations.
s is the order of q(modn). Namely, s is the smallest positive integer such that
We consider the following linear code over F q ,
This is a cyclic code. The parity-check polynomial h(x) ∈ F q [x] of C is the minimal (irreducible) polynomial of α −1 over F q . From the definition of s we know that dim Fq C = s(= deg(h(x)) and K = |C| = q s = Q. The length of C is n.
Let e ′ = gcd(e, Q−1 q−1 ) = 1. In the following result we consider the case of e ′ = 1. Since e|Q − 1 and Q = q s . It is easy to see that e ′ = 1 if and only if e|q − 1 and gcd(e, s) = 1.
Theorem 1 Let C be the code over F q defined by (2) . Assume that e ′ = gcd(e,
and meets the Plotkin-like bound given by Lemma 1.
Proof. Since C is an F q -linear code,
and
e is the subgroup of F * Q with order n. Let F * Q be the group of the multiplicative characters of F Q . We have, for x ∈ F * Q ,
where G Q (χ) is the Gauss sum over F Q defined by
and we use the following facts.
(
where S is a representative set of such . We consider the following linear code over
= n/l. Namely, we take c(β) as the first n components of c(β). For any
Since α tñ = (αñ) t ∈ F * q = γñ . It is easy to see from (6) that for any , α = γ e and assume that F q (α) = F Q and gcd(e,ñ) = 1 (namely, gcd(e, s) = 1). Then for 2 ≤ b ≤ s − 1, the codeC ′ over F q for b-symbol channel defined by (5) ) ≥ 2, in order to determine d b (C) we need to compute the summation in the right-hand side of (4) for nontrivial character χ which might be difficult in general.
